
Card No. Card Name Question Answer

ST07-001 Charlotte Linlin

If I have 3 Life cards, can I use this [When

Attacking] effect to add 1 card from the top or

bottom of my Life cards to my hand, and add 1

card from my hand to the top of my Life cards?

Yes, you can.

ST07-001 Charlotte Linlin

Can I activate this [When Attacking] effect if I

have 4 or more Life cards?

Yes, you can. However, nothing will happen

after you add 1 card from the top or bottom

of your Life cards to your hand.

ST07-001 Charlotte Linlin

Can I activate this [When Attacking] effect if I

have 0 Life cards?

No, you cannot.

ST07-010 Charlotte Linlin

If I activate this [On Play] effect and my

opponent chooses "• Trash 1 card from the top

of your opponent's Life cards.", which player's

Life card is trashed?

The card at the top of the Life cards of the

player who did not activate this [On Play]

effect is trashed.

ST07-010 Charlotte Linlin

If I activate this [On Play] effect and my

opponent chooses "• Add 1 card from the top of

your deck to the top of your Life cards.", which

player adds a card to their Life cards?

The card at the top of the deck of the player

who activated this [On Play] effect is added

to the top of that player's Life cards.

ST07-010 Charlotte Linlin

I activated this [On Play] effect when my

opponent had 0 Life cards. Can my opponent

choose "• Trash 1 card from the top of your

opponent's Life cards."?

Yes, they can. In this case, nothing will

happen because there is no Life card that

can be trashed.



ST07-011 Zeus

Does "your [Charlotte Linlin]" refer to my

Leader [Charlotte Linlin] or my Character

[Charlotte Linlin] cards?

It refers to both your Leader [Charlotte

Linlin] and your Character [Charlotte Linlin]

cards.

ST07-013 Prometheus

Does "your [Charlotte Linlin]" refer to my

Leader [Charlotte Linlin] or my Character

[Charlotte Linlin] cards?

It refers to both your Leader [Charlotte

Linlin] and your Character [Charlotte Linlin]

cards.

ST07-015 Soul Pocus

If I activate this [Main] effect and my opponent

chooses "• Trash 1 card from the top of your

opponent's Life cards.", which player's Life card

is trashed?

The card at the top of the Life cards of the

player who did not activate this [Main]

effect is trashed.

ST07-015 Soul Pocus

If I activate this [Main] effect and my opponent

chooses "• Add 1 card from the top of your deck

to the top of your Life cards.", which player

adds a card to their Life cards?

The card at the top of the deck of the player

who activated this [Main] effect is added to

the top of that player's Life cards.

ST07-015 Soul Pocus

I activated this [Main] effect when my opponent

had 0 Life cards. Can my opponent choose "•

Trash 1 card from the top of your opponent's

Life cards."?

Yes, they can. In this case, nothing will

happen because there is no Life card that

can be trashed.

ST07-015 Soul Pocus

I have 1 Life card and take 2 damage from my

opponent's [Double Attack]. This is the Life card

I check for the first damage and I activate its

[Trigger]. In this case, does adding 1 card to

my Life cards according to this [Trigger] occur

before processing the second damage of the

[Double Attack]?

Yes. You will activate the [Trigger] before

the second damage, add a card to your Life

cards, and then process the second

damage.

ST07-017 Queen Mama Chanter

I used this [Activate: Main] effect to rest this

Stage and add 1 of my Life cards to my hand.

At this time, can I choose not to add 1 of my

Characters with a cost of 3 to my Life cards?

Yes, you can.



ST07-017 Queen Mama Chanter

Can I use this [Activate: Main] effect to add my

Character with a cost of 2 or less to my Life

cards?

No, you cannot. You can only add a

Character with a cost of exactly 3 to your

Life cards.

ST07-017 Queen Mama Chanter

Can I use this [Activate: Main] effect to add a

Character card from my hand to my Life cards?

No, you cannot. When included in card text,

"Character" refers only to Characters on the

field.


